
8           We Sure Can

T
he thing they may fail to tell you when you volunteer to write a cookbook is that you have 

to do much more cooking than writing. In fact, my original idea for this book was to write 

about the amazing resurgence of interest in home canning, with profiles of the people who 

are leading jam and pickle workshops, building online culinary networks, originating bold 

new approaches to traditional techniques, and re-educating people in their communities about local 

food preserving before a huge body of skills is lost. I thought I might toss in some instructions for a 

few staples like raspberry jam, Seville orange marmalade, and, possibly, dill pickles.

However, when I suggested it, Brian Lam at arsenal Pulp Press was quick to say, “Great! We’ll publish 

it ... But it needs 100 recipes. and they should come from all over north america.” Thus began my 

Summer of Jars, which found me working at my desk every day and firing up the canner every night.  

I tried out 100 recipes and more in my 105-year-old house with six square feet of counter space and a 

stove with three burners that all need to be lit by hand. Somehow I suspect that nigella Lawson never 

finds herself scrounging through the house for a pack of matches at two a.m. because she needs to 

relight the burner to heat up the canner one last time before getting to sleep.

I have never been more conscious of the seasons than while writing this book. Because I have tried to 

use only local ingredients whenever possible, I paid fourteen dollars for a tiny bunch of forced rhubarb; 

I hunted through markets all over town for local cranberries, golden raspberries, gooseberries, and 

red currants, as well as more exotic, imported fare like Kaffir lime leaves, lemongrass, Thai sweet basil, 

and guavas. (It’s a blessing that I live in multicultural Toronto, with its eclectic food scene, because at 

least I know the ingredients are around somewhere; I just have to track them down.)

I begged neighbors for apples from their trees because local varieties don’t arrive in stores until very 

late in the summer. I prowled my neighborhood for unsprayed dandelions, lilacs, roses, and wild 

violets, and raided my own community garden plot for chive blossoms, Chiogga beets, dill, sage, and 
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thyme. I hounded culinary historians to help me source produce that’s no longer commercially grown. 

I lost track of conversations I was having as I stared at the fruit or berries of some unfamiliar plant to 

wonder “Is that edible?” and “Could I make jam from that?”

I also scolded produce managers for failing to stock local peaches and berries in the height of the 

amazingly abundant and two-weeks-early Ontario growing season of 2010. There was also a dynamite 

recipe for kumquat marmalade that never made it into the book because I missed the kumquat window 

back in May. On the other hand, there was that wonderful September night when I arrived home to find 

a mysterious bag of quinces from an unknown benefactor sitting on my doorstep.

But I’m glad I did it. apart from the fact that I’ve learned more about preserving than I ever guessed 

there was to know, all that testing turned out to be very useful. Some of the best cooks forget to write 

down the most crucial instructions, so I found myself tweeting, emailing, and phoning recipe contributors 

with all kinds of questions. “Do you strain the liquid?” “Should I peel the tomatoes?” “What size plums 

did you use?” “How many jars does it make?” I also learned early that recipe developers need to use 

waterproof pens.

above all, the process has introduced me to a wonderful collection of talented, generous, and skilled 

people all over north america and in the uK who have opened their hearts, ears, and recipe files to help 

me compile this diverse collection of old and new canning recipes. I am honored to have entered their 

circle, and I look forward to trading jars with them in the future. Meanwhile, I owe a debt of thanks to 

the following people:

The patient and helpful noreen Mallory, John Hood, alexandra Hood, and Tanner Helmer, who have 

learned to understand over the past year that whenever they phone I’ll be “jamming all through the night.”

niamh Malcolm for loving encouragement and fabulous photos.

Susan Safyan, Brian Lam, Shyla Seller, Janice Beley, and robert Ballantyne at arsenal Pulp Press, and 

Lisa eng-Lodge of electra Design Group.
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My Twittering and blogging friends in Toronto and elsewhere, especially the Foodiemeet regulars and 

the participants in Tigress’ Can Jam (especially Julia Sforza, Shae Irving, audra Wolfe, and Tigress 

herself) for their inspiring enthusiasm and camaraderie.

all the recipe contributors: audra Wolfe, alec Stockwell, David Ort, Denise Gurney, Donna Julseth, 

Maggie Julseth Howe, elizabeth Baird, elsie Petch, erin Scott, Gloria nicol, Heather Kilner, Jennifer 

Mackenzie, Jose (Manny) Machado, Joel MacCharles, Dana Harrison, Julia Sforza, Julianna Carvi, 

Katie Quinn-Jacobs, Liako Dertilis, Pamela McDonald, Lorraine Johnson, Chef Mark Picone, Paige 

Bayer, renée Joslyn, risa Strauss, roberta Schiff, Shae Irving, Shirley Lum, Sally McClelland, Tigress, 

Tom Boyd, and Yvonne Tremblay.

all those who helped me forage for recipes, contacts, ingredients, and jars, including: emerie Brine of 

Bernardin; Fiona Lucas, andrea Toole, andrea Karpala, and Jennifer Potvin of Faye Clack Communi-

cations; the gracious Paul and rochelle Henbury, Melinda Polisella and ashleigh McGaw at Blossom 

fruit stand; anya Fernald of Yes We Can; niya Bajaj for artisanal lavender; Lisa and Frank of Craven 

road for apples; Cindy McGlynn, ruby, and Violet for quinces; Julie Voulet of Voulez Vous Café in 

Toronto, for plums; anna and rob Hubble of Ivy avenue for raspberries; alexandra Hood and Tara for 

crabapples; Heather McDonald and other members at ashbridge’s Community Organic Garden for 

zucchini, rhubarb, and raspberries; the national Watermelon Board for watermelon; the Ontario 

Tender Fruit Growers for peaches and plums; national Produce for mangoes; the Ontario apple 

Growers for apples; and Willow Moonbeam and nicole of Craven road for jars.

The numerous food writers and researchers—many of them women—who have been laying the 

groundwork for projects like this for so long, including the members of the Culinary Historians of 

Ontario and the Women’s Culinary network. Gratitude and thanks to you all, and to anyone I may 

have neglected to mention!

Note: recipes marked with BBB have won ribbons in competitions.
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